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Kerala is the southernmost state of India and it has been famously called the Godâ€™s Own Country for
its beauty. It offers wonderful environment filled with peace and melancholy. Kerala is a complete
tourist destination as it offers every type of tourist attraction, from beaches to the serene river
waters, from historical places and forts to the hill covered with lush green vegetation and the
beautiful tea gardens.

Kerala has a great infrastructure for the tourists and this has made it one of the most loved tourist
attractions around the globe. Here are some of the most frequented destinations in Kerala by
tourists on Kerala Vacations:

1.Thiruvananthapuram: It is the capital city located on the southwest coast. The city is very well
connected to the major cities and has markets that give an opportunity to take a bit of Kerala back
home.

2.Kochi: It is the home of ancient architecture and culture. It is one of the busiest ports I India. The
lifestyle of the people of Kochi will certainly leave an impact upon the tourists as it helps in
understanding the Kerala culture better.

3.Kozhikode: It is a beautiful place which offers the perfect setting of the tranquil Arabian Sea as
well as the Waynad Hill peaks on the east. The beautiful natural scenery will leave the tourists
spellbound.

4.Munnar: Munnar is a famous hill station in Kerala. It is famous for its lush green hill slopes, tea
estates and forests. It is very peaceful and relaxing. Tourists are suggested to stay in Munnar for a
little longer if they want to create a change in their mood from their busy and exhausting schedules.
It is a must visit for people on Kerala India holidays.

5.Alleppey: Alleppey offers the striking backwaters in Kerala. It is famous for the snake boat races
which a held once every year. It has a very pleasant climate which stays so throughout the year.

6.Kumarakom: One of the lesser known tourist destination and lesser frequented by people on
Kerala Holidays but if one want to amaze oneself by the diversity of natural beauty that the state has
to offer, Kumarakom will invite the guests with paddy fields, palm trees, waterways and lakes.

7.Varkala: It is famous for is beautiful beaches.

8.Kayamkulam: Enjoy the Arabian sea and the backwaters.
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Larry Ghomes - About Author:
Trans India holidays offer holiday Vacations in Kerala Tourist Places Packages at very low budget
cost. For more details: click here a Kerala Vacations,a Kerala India holidays and a Kerala Holidays.
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